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Government Source, Presentation Preparation

Scope & Purpose

This Work Instruction (WI) briefly defines the basic documentation and a suggested presentation layout
when preparing for government source inspection.
2.0

Required Documentation and Support Items

Prior to calling for Government Source Inspection (GSI), make sure the following key elements are
available for the Quality Assurance Representative (QAR) to review once they arrive:
 Master Job folder with a copy of the contract and all contract modifications.
 All related quality elements including inspection data sheet(s), PO’s with certs for all items from
raw material to finishing, etc. NOTE: With respect to the internet, many items are now purchased
on-line with a credit card. In cases of on-line orders, a physical PO may not be available and the
only traceable form may be an on-line email. In this case, note the cert as an on-line/credit card
purchase. i.e. “CC purchase, 06/15/2012, Conf # 16585” noted on the cert header.
 Drawings and specification information relative to the manufacturing process. NOTE: Do not print
all documents complete, only required-specific pages. The original document file can be resident
on-line. HINT: Many of our MIL-STDs, BAC, etc. specs and procedures are co-located in an online library with ready access made available to the QAR if required.
 Any tools required to perform the inspection task.
 Packaging requirement documentation and, in some cases, if required, a packaged sample part.
Shown below is an example of a typical QAR presentation layout. (NOTE: Inspection tools not shown.)

Labelling

Contract with Mods

QA Data Package

Sample Part with
Packaging
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Here are some detail documents of the QAR presentation:

VSM Labels

Exterior
Labels

Contract with Mods

RFID

C of C-QA Data Package

Not shown, but appropriate inspection equipment should also be set out and available for the QAR’s use.
If the quantity is such that the complete lot can be displayed as a group, advise the QAR of secondary
location and make as accessible as possible.
Additionally, if a sample lot is required, use the Z1.4 Random Sample Generator Program or the Zero
Based Chart, QA Form QA111 as referenced in the QA Manual and available as one of the tabs in the
QA Data File.
Using the program will allow you to print a sorted list of sample numbers to check as well as doing the
same if items are serialized and do not start at “1” as shown at the top on the next page.

This is the Program Icon.

It can be downloaded off the www.mtcengco.com website.
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As noted on the following screen print, the random samples were pulled from serial numbers 25 through
90. The sample size was 15 units.

Random
Sample
Set

Sample Size

3.0

Sample Packaging Documentation and Support Items

Based on the preservation method defined by the contract and applicable MIL-STD, a sample packagedprepped item should be made available for the QAR to review.
One note: This is 100% the QARs call as some QARS prefer to return to review the completed
packaging. Most prefer a one-stop type of presentation
Here are a couple samples prepped for presentation:

117 with foam pack

D3
117

QUP in D3
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The packaging method will be noted in the contract and on the input sheet of the on-line QA Data File as
shown below.

Packaging Method
(This code is linked to the Packaging
Instruction Sheet)
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The packaging requirements information is continued on the Packaging Instructions sheet in the QA
Data File as shown below: (Reference WI-1.0 Master Job Folder Setup)

Pack Codes
with Definitions
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DPMS/VSM and WAWF Documentation

As a general rule of thumb, most QAR prefer that the WAWF data entries be accomplished AFTER
final acceptance.
With the new WAWF “Save Draft” feature, the WAWF data entries can be completely entered and once
the QAR accepts the product for shipment, the CLIN(s) can be submitted directly from the save draft
folder.
NOTE: As WAWF 5.2 now automatically emails the accepted receiving reports to the destination
location, you are no longer required to attach a copy of the accepted Receiving Report to the packing list
with DD250 items being the exception. Only the VSM Packing List; WAWF RFID tracer and in some
cases for Foreign Military Sales (FMS), the DD250, are required to be placed in the Packing Slip.
The DPMS/VSM Shipping instructions should be available with the QAR Presentation package for
review as it is not unusual to find errors in the VSM downloaded packaging shipment labels/data.
See WI-5.0 Work Instructions for DPMSVSM for further details and as shown below.
(DPMS/VSM) Distribution Planning and Management System/Vendor Shipment Module
MSL (DD1387)

Container Label

5.0

Reference Documentation

QAM
WI-1.0 Master Job Folder Setup
WI-5.0 Work Instructions for DPMSVSM
WI-6.0 WAWF Email Notification, WI for

Packing List with
RFID tracker and/or
DD250, if required.
(See: DLA website @
https://vsm.distribution.dla.mil/net/
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